
Visual 

Rhetoric

Lessons in Aesthetic Layout



Four Balancing 

Principles

 Simplicity:
number of elements (fonts, colors, graphics, etc) should be 
limited so as to maintain focus

 Consistency:
size, color, style, theme, etc should help unify elements and 
compare/contrast levels of ideas

 Emphasis:
size, color, placement, etc should indicate importance of 
various aspects

 Space:
readability, balance/symmetry, white space, etc should 
determine size and spacing of text and graphics



Fonts:

right for the job

 Serif fonts

 Sans serif fonts

 Script fonts

 Decorative fonts

Times New Roman

Bookman 

Courier New

Verdana

Arial

Cry Uncial

BlackJack

FatStack

Another Typewriter

Cactus Love



Fonts:

right for the job

“Benguiat”—bold look for titles, headings

“BlackJack”—fancy, handwritten look for highlighting

“Arial”—simple, modern look for secondary headings

“Times New Roman”—condensed, readable font for bulk



Fonts:

right for the job

 Make title the 

largest

 Limit different fonts 

to 3 or 4

 Maintain consistent 

fonts & sizes

 Use bordering shapes, 

lines and colors to 

help separate & 

highlight important 

information



Graphics:

match ’em up

Stay consistent: 

use graphics 

that match the 

tone, the level 

of formality, 

the color scheme, 

& that match 

each other 

stylistically



Photographs:

The Rule of Thirds

Crop photos so 

that points of 

emphasis fall at 

the intersections 

of the lines that 

divide the photo 

into three columns 

and three rows 
©Focus Features



Photographs:

The Rule of Thirds

©Focus Features

©Universal Pictures and Dreamworks



Photographs:

The Rule of Thirds

Original Photo Cropped Photo



Layout:

all together now

Images ©The Brief Penguin Handbook 2006



Layout:

all together now

 Simplicity

limit # of elements

 Consistency

coordinate elements

 Emphasis

highlight elements

 Space

balance elements

Image ©The Brief Penguin Handbook 2006



Power points:

presentable



Mailers: stay out 

of the junk pile



Brochures: 

open me!



Pamphlets:

read it all



Flyer: 

pull them in



posters:

one main image



Billboards:

brevity



Websites:

easy to navigate



blogs:

scroll down
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/patlejch/


videos:

keep watching!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svCQJvP1S8g

